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Radius Pizza voluntary agreement

RESOLVED, that ANC1D advises the Alcoholic Beverage Control Board that it fully supports the request 
of Radius Pizza:

(1) To terminate the “Voluntary Agreement between Red Bean and the Mount Pleasant Neighborhood 
Alliance” (“MPNA VA”) dated September 23, 2004, as amended on June 19, 2007; and 

(2) To seek a substantial change to extend its operating hours to 11AM till 1:30AM, Sunday through 
Thursday and 11AM till 2:30AM, Friday and Saturday.

Why: 

The ANC 1D finds that Radius Pizza is significantly disadvantaged by the restrictions in the MPNA VA.  
Neither termination of the MPNA VA with Radius Pizza nor the extension of operating hours will have any 
adverse impact on the peace, order and quiet of the neighborhood, on property values, nor on residential 
parking needs or vehicular and pedestrian safety. 

Lenka and Matthew Culbertson have operated Radius Pizza in Mt. Pleasant since September 2012. It is a 
family-owned and -operated restaurant and the Culbertsons live with their young daughter, in the same 
building as their restaurant. The restaurant has a mural of the Mount Pleasant street grid and each pizza is 
named after a street in the neighborhood.

The restrictions in the MPNA VA were put in place in 2004 when the restaurant was owned by someone 
else and was operating as the “Red Bean.” There have substantial changes in Mt. Pleasant since that time. 
Currently, three restaurants operate with no voluntary agreements, another is set to open and has no 
voluntary agreement. 

Additionally, other restaurants that continue to operate with voluntary agreements have no restrictions on 
their hours of operations. The facts that another restaurant in the same building that Radius Pizza occupies 
and seven other operators within a block of Radius Pizza have full hours largely without issue bolster this 
ANC’s confidence that a negative impact will not result to the neighborhood if the MPNA VA is terminated 
and the Radius Pizza’s operating hours are extended as requested.

This ANC is sensitive to concerns from all residents.  However, the extent to which the MPNA continues to 
be an active association of neighborhood residents remains unclear at this time.  The website, once active, is 
now down and there are no longer announcements of public meetings.   The MPNA is the only organization 
that is a party to Radius Pizza’s voluntary agreement.  

In light of the Mount Pleasant Street Commercial Revitalization Strategy, adopted by the Council of the 
District of Columbia in 2009, ANC 1D finds it untenable that nine years and three owners later, an 
organization with no public meetings or other neighborhood activity, should be able to prescribe the 
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commercial activity of a family-owned business, whose values and success are critical for the revitalization 
of Mt. Pleasant’s commercial corridor.

Passed by 5 to 0 vote  at the legally noticed, public meeting of ANC1D on February 19, 2013, 
with a quorum present. Voting “yes”:  Commissioners Hoey, McKay, Terrell, Greiner, 
Romero-Latin. A quorum for this commission is three; five commissioners were present. 
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